In order to make the necessity part of this characterization valid one needs first a convexity assumption, namely that the set D := {y E YI(y, t) E S, t < o} is convex, and second one needs a so called regularity assumption, which may take various forms. The simplest regularity assumption, but also the least practical for many applications, requires the set D to be open in Y. Another regularity assumption, which in essence goes back to [3] q.e.d.
We mention that in order to obtain in (2) the slightly stronger but more familiar "La.
gran gian" statement 0 :$ {y., y} + (z., z) for all (y, z) e 11 , not only stronger convexity requirements are needed (e.g. 5 convex), but also a regularity assumption -see [11.
Of particular interest is the case that
where X is a convex set and / : X -+ Y, g : X -+ Z are given mappings. With this specialization, since P + P = P and cl Q + Q = Q, the inconsistency of (1) The convexity of D resp. V in this case is satisfied iI for the multivalued mappings 11' (-) := f(g-l (-)) + P resp. 11' (-) := g(f-l (.)) + cl Qone has that 11' (C) is convex for all convex suhsets C c Z resp. C C Y.
Motivated hy [7] we give a vector-valued version of Theorem 1.
Theorem 2. The system (1) in sealar and in vectorial form respectively. We first turn to the vectorial ease, starting from Theorem 2. As hefore we let
and we let
Then for all y. E P+ we have (y., Yl)~O. In partieular for the y. E P+ resulting from b2 E W with 0 := {(Yl' b1)} we have (y., Yl)~0, implying b1 -b2 fi. -Q.
From this it follows immediately :
If b E V n W, then bis Pareto minimal in V and Pareto maximal in W. 
